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A remarkable spiritual autobiography and a literate account of a journey of self-discovery, from early memories
to the gradual awareness of the meaning of life itself and the existence of a Higher Power.

Follow the author as she records her findings after a transition in her life, the loss of a loved one, which led her
to climb ‘out of the box’ that contained her everyday existence, sit on top and look around in wonder as she saw
that waiting for her were the answers to every question she could think of, about life and beyond. She found that
‘knowledge is light’ and with that light comes peace of mind, the greatest gift one can receive.

The book was originally written as a record to leave for the author’s grandchildren, ready for the day when they
were all grown up in mind, body and spirit. She hoped that her perceptions on life would, one day, sow a seed
of curiosity within them, thus encouraging them to set off on their own individual journey of discovery.
However, her family’s encouragement prompted the author to share her personal record with a wider audience.

“... the book has inspired me... if everyone lived their lives in the way expressed, the world would be a
better place.”

- Helen Keogh, Australia

“I couldn’t put this book down as it put into words a lot of what I think and believe. It’s good to have re-
enforcement of truths and values you come to understand as you age and grow.”

- Margaret Collins, USA

“I find this book fascinating and have read it three times, I will read it again as it brings me peace of mind.”
- Margaret Graham-Clare, UK

About the author: For over 25 years, Patricia Mary Finn has been a company executive director for a small, successful company,
working in communication technologies, in Cambridgeshire. Her role embraces differing responsibilities, the main one being within
the Personnel / Human Resources Department. She finds this aspect of her job both the most enjoyable and the most challenging.
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